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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the last decades the technological importance or bub
bly flows has generated considerable efforts to achieve a 
better understanding of their properties, [l],[2]. However, 
the presence or two interacting phases so much increases 
the complexity or the problem that a satisfactory 
mathematical model of these fiows has been possible only in 
special cases under fairly restrictive simplifying assump
tions. The main purpose of the present note is to investigate 
the effects due to the inclusion or bubble dynamic response 
in two-dimensional fiows over wave-shaped surfaces. 

The earlier studies of bubbly fiows based on space aver
aged equations tor the mixture in the absence or relative 
motion between the two phases, [5], [6], do not consider 
bubble dynamic effects. This approach simply leads to an 
equivalent compressible homogeneous medium and has 
been used to analyze the behaViour or one-dimensional bub
bly fiows through converging-diverging nozzles. 

In order to account for bubble dynamic response, in a 
classical paper by Foldy, [7], each individual bubble is 
described as a randomly distributed point scatterer. Assum
ing that the system is ergodic, the collective etrect of bubble 
dynamic response on the flow is then obtained by taking the 
ensemble average over all possible configurations. An alter
native way to account for bubble dynamic effects would be 
to include the Rayleigh- Plesset equation in the space aver
aged equations. Both methods have been successfully 
applied to describe the propagation or one-dimensional per
turbances through liquids containing small gas bubbles, [B], 
[9], [10], [11]. 

However, because of their complexity, there are not many 
reported examples of the application to specific fl.ow 
geometries of the space averaged equations which include 
the effects of bubble response, [12]. In an earlier note, [ 13], 
we considered the one-dimensional time dependent linear
ized dynamics or a spherical cloud of bubbles. The results 
clearly show that the motion of the cloud is critically con
trolled by bubble dynamic effects. Specifically, the dominat
ing phenomenon consists of the combined response of the 
bubbles to the pressure in the surrounding liquid, which 
results in volume changes leading to a global accelerating 
velocity field. Associated with this velocity field is a pressure 
gradient which in turn determines the pressure encoun
tered by each individual bubble in the mixture. 
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Furthermore, it can be shown that such global interactions 
usually dominate any pressure perturbations experienced 
by one bubble due to the growth or collapse or a neighbor 
(see section 5). 

In the present note the same approach is applied to the 
two-dime.nsional case or steady tlows over wave-shaped sur
faces (tor which there exist well established solutions for 
compressible and incompressible ti.ow), With the aim, e.s pre
Viously stated, of assessing the effects due to the introduc
tion or bubble dynamic response. Despite its intrinsic limita
tions, the following linear analysis indicates some of the 
fundamental phenomena involved in such flows and pro
vides a useful basis tor the study of the same flows with 
non-linear bubble dynamics. which we intend to discuss in a 
later publication. The present extentlon to the ce.se or bub
bly fiows over arbitrarily shaped surfaces also constitutes 
the starting point for the investigation or such tlows, a prob
lem or considerable technical interest, for example in caVi
tating fiows past lifting ~urtaces. 

2. BASIC EQUATIONS 

Following the same approach previously indicated in our 
earlier note [13], several simplifying assumptions are intro
duced to obtain a soluble set of equations which still refiects 
the effects of bubble dynamic response. The relative motion 
or the two phases is neglected; the limitations this imposes 
are discussed later. The liquid is assumed inviscid and 
incompressible, with density, p, and constant population, {3. 
or bubbles per unit liquid volume. Then, if external body 
forces are unimportant. the velocity, .u.~). and the pres
sure, p ~) (defined as the corresponding quantities in the 
liquid in the absence of local perturbations due to any 
neighbouring bubble), satisfy the continuity and momentum 
equations In the form: 

'V 'lL = _fL__ DT (1) 
1 +{3T Dt 

p fj;- = -(1+{3T) 'Vp (2) 

where T~) Is the individual bubble volume and D/ Dt lndl
cates the Lagrangian derivative. Finally. under the addi
tional hypothesis that the bubbles remain spherical, it fol-



lows that r = 47TR~/3, with the bubble radius, R(z), deter
mined by the Rayleigh·Plesset equation, [3], [ 4]; 

p 
R D2R + [DRr + ~ 

Dt 2 Dt pR (3) 

Here S is the surface tension and p 9 is the bubble internal 
pressure, which consists or the partial pressures of the 
vapor, p., , and non-condensable gas, PC· Neglecting ther
mal and mass ditiusion etiects in the bubbles, p,, is assumed 
constant and Pc is expressed by the polytropic relation of 
index q: Pc =Pao (R.I R )3

', where Pea is the gas partial 
pressure at a reference radius, R0 • 

Equations (1), (2) and (3), together with suitable boun
dary ~onditions, represent in theory a complete system of 
equations for .lllz), p (.;.) and T(.;.). However in practice 
their highly non-linear nature requires further 
simplifications for a closed form solution to be attained 
even for very simple flows. 

. 3. DYNA.llJCS OF BUBBLY FlDlfS OVER WAVE-SHAPED 
SURFACES 

We now consider the problem ot a two-dimensional fiow of 
a bubbly liquid over a wave-shaped surface, as shown in 
Fig. L Let the wall profile be defined by the equation: 17(z) 
lm!te.zp(ikx)j with k& << 1 and let the subscript 0 indicate 
the unperturbed conditions corresponding to i; = O. Then 
the fl.ow velocity is U0 and, assuming, for simplicity, that all 
the bubbles have the same size, the undisturbed pressure in 
the liqUid is: 

Pa =pG> +p., - ~S (4) 
• 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a bubbly liquid fiow over a wave· 
shaped surface. 

We limit our analysis to the case of very low void traction 
(PT<<l ), so that the expression 1 +pr in ( 1) and (2) can be 
approximated as unity. We also make use of first order 
small perturbation theory, writing the velocity components 
as u(z.y) = U0 + u'(x,y) andv(z,y) =v'(z,y), with u' and 
v' much smaller than u •. Then. with usual notations equa-
tions ( 1), (2) and (3) reduce to: ' 
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1'u' R-n 
pU. -= - =-

0 1'z 1'z 

Bv' R-n 
pU.~=-~ 

[
Ra 13

" ZS f fJ2R 3 r 1'R 12
] 

p=p.,+pea R'] -R-pU.2[R fJxz + 2la;-j 

Finally, eliminating u' and v' from (5), (6) and (7). 
using (8) one obtains the following equation for R(z ,y ): 

+~~. ~*1'+ ,~![2%-·~[M'lj+ 
- 471'/! (J2J?3 = 0 

3 6:: 2 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

and 

(9) 

where V2 is the two-dimensional Laplacian. Furthermore, 
the linearized kinematic condition at the wall v (z ,y,,,,)/ U0 = 
ri'l')/d.z results in the following boundary condition for 
R(:: .y ): 

~R1'2R + 3f~2+ _1.Jzs [Ra ri) =~(lO) 
B:: 2 21 Bz j pU0

2 [ R -Pao Rl d.z2 
V"ll.., 

where y,,,, is the mean ordinate ot the wall. In addition. the 
solution is required to be periodic in z with wave number k. 

In their present form equations ( 9) and ( 10) are still non· 
linear and do not have any known analytical solution. In 
order to investigate their fundamental behaviour, we there· 
fore examine the linearized form of these equations for 
small changes of the bubble radius: R(::,y) = R0 [l+11>(::,y)]. 
where 11>(z ,y) « 1. Then, to the first order in 11>: 

v2 !E..!L + -11> - 41TPRo ;::_i:_ = o [ 
62 c.ii ] a2,~ 
1'z2 u.2 ljz2 

( 11) 

(12) 

where c.18 is the natural frequency ot oscillation of a single 
bubble in a liquid, [3], [ 4]: 

(13) 

If the bubbles are in stable equlibrium in their mean or 
unperturbed state, then 3qpG> > ZS/ R 0 and c.19 is real. The 
linearized solution or (11) for the case ot an unbounded 
bubbly flow over a wave-shaped wall takes the form: 

{ 
U0

2
/ R0

2 eii:"'-Gtv} 
11>(::,y) =Im ke c.ii -k2u.2 G : y;;i:O (14) 

Here G is the principal value of the square root of: 

2 2 41T(JU0
2 R0 G=l-M=l- (15) "'B - 1i:2 u.2 

where M can be shown to be the !'low Mach number based on 
the sonic speed corresponding to the frequency k u. experi
enced by each bubble. Another possible solution involving 
e.zp (ik:: -Gky) has been eliminated, since in the subsonic 
regime 11>(z ,y) must be finite as y _. +"" and in the super
sonic regime no disturbance can propagate from the wall in 
the upstream direction. Therefore in the domain Y2 O: 



(16) 

{ e °"' -Ga:v } u(.:z:,y) = U0 +U0 Jm kt O (17) 

v(.:z:,y) = U0 Jm {ikt e"""-Gl:v} (16) 

{ 
ib--Gl:v } p(z.y) =p. -pU0

2Jm kt 8 

0 
( 19) 

In the case ol a channel of semiwidth b. symmetry about 
the centerline y ::b requires that the linearized solution ol 
(11) take the form: 

{ 
U.

2
1 R.

2 
cosh Gk(b==y) e°"'} 

R(.:z:,y)=R.+R.Imktr.>j-k2u.2 sinhGkb 0 (20) 

u(zy)= U +U.lm{kt coshGk(b=y) eib} 
' 

0 0 sinh Gkb 0 
(21) 

v(z.y) = U0 Jm {ikt sin:m':~?) e-} (22) 

• _ _ 2 { cosh Gk(b=y) eib} 
p (.:z: ,y ) - Po p U0 Im kt sinh Gkb 0 

(23) 

The entire fiows have therefore been determined in terms of 
t.he prescribed quantities: R0 ,fl,k, U0 , and t. 

4.m:rol.TS 

We now examine the nature ol the above solutions. From 
(16} and (20} note that the bubble response is singular 
when: 

(i) G2 = 0 and therefore the fl.ow Mach number is 
equal to unity (sonic condition): 

(ii} (kU0 /r.>s)2 = 1. namely the exciting frequency 
experienced by each bubble is equal to the natural fre
quency of an individual bubble in an infinite liquid 
(bubble resonance condition}. In addition, the chan
nel fl.ow is also singular when: 

(iii) Gell =nm : n = o. ±1. ±2 .... 

The above conditions can be interpreted in two difierent 
ways according to whether the free stream velocity or wall 
wave number is assumed to be the independent variable. 
The former is the natural approach to the analysis of a 
given geometrical configuration at difl'erent fl.ow regimes; 
the latter reflects the point of view used in deducing the 
solution for a more complex wall shape in terms of linear 
superposition of the different wave numbers of the wall 
geometry. 

Since the population is related to the initial void fraction 
a 0 = flr0 / (1 +flr0 ) (which must be much less than unity for 
the validity of the analysis). 0 2 can be considered as a func
tion of the reduced frequencl, k U0 / r.>n and one of the follow
ing two parameters: 3a0 / k R0

2 when the wall geometry is 
fixed. or 3a0 U.21 r:.:i'/JR0

2 when the fl.ow velocity is constant. 
Consequently, (i) and (ii} can be used to deduce either the 
free stream velocities or the wall wave numbers which 
respectively correspond to sonic and bubble resonance con
ditions: 

(24} 
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2 r.>j 
kn= -u.2 (25) 

Similarly, for channel fl.ow. equation (iii) leads to infinite 
series of free stream velocities or wall wave numbers: 

c.iJ I 3a /k2R2 l 
U! = k""2j1+ l+(~rr/k;)2 (26) 

where n = 0, 1, 2, .... For large values of n these series 
respectively converge to the free stream velocity and the 
wall wave number corresponding to bubble resonance condi
tions. Further, the lower terms of such series will in general 
extend to values much smaller than the ones given by (iii) it 
the above two parameters are of order unity or larger. On 
the other hand, when the reverse is the case, all the terms 
ot these series are contained in a small range below bubble 
resonance conditions. 

Let us consider first the case ot fixed wall geometry and 
variable free stream velocity. Then the behaviour of the 
parameter 0 2 as a function of the reduced fre~uency is 
shown in Fig. 2 tor some typical values ot 3a0 / k R.2. Note 
that all curves start from unity at the origin and tend to 
move away from their horizontal asymptote 0 2 =1 
(corresponding to the incompressible fl.ow case) as the value 
of 3a0 /k 2R0

2 increases. Also note that 0 2 always changes 
sign twice at sonic and bubble resonance conditions. there
fore dividing the tlow solutions in three ditrerent regimes, 

namely: subsonic (0<02<1), super-resonant {02>1). The 
corresponding amplitudes ot bubble radius oscillations at 
the wall (kz =rr/ 4 and 11 =O) for the case of a semi-infinite 
fl.ow with kt/2rr=.01 are shown in Fig. 3, which also shows 
the migration of the sonic singularity from the bubble reso
nance condition towards the origin tor increasing values of 
the parameter 3a0 /k 2 R0

2
• Finally, the bubble radius 

response in the case ot channel tlow ls significantly 
different, as illustrated in Fig. 4, because ot the presence of 
the additional resonancies (iii) introduced by the finite 
spacing between the boundaries. 
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reduced frequency, (kU0 /c.18 ) 2• Normalized amplitudes 
of the bubble radius oscillations at the wall (kz = 1T /4 
and y :: O) are shown for 3o:0 / (kR0 )

2 = l and kb = rr. 
We assume next that the free stream velocity is tl.xed and 

the watt wave number is allowed to vary. In this case the 
curves representing the parameter G2 as a function of the 
reduced frequency, now shown in Fig. 5, display again the 
tendency to move away from the horizontal asymptote 0 2=1 
as the value of the parameter 30:0 U0

2/c.1'iJR0
2 increases. How

ever, their value at the origin now depends on the free 
stream velocity and can be either positive, zero or negative 
according to whether the ti.ow is respectively subsonic. sonic 
and supersonic. The normalized bubble radius response 
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amplitudes at the wall (kz =rr/ 4 and y =O) for the case of a 
semi-infinite fiow With ki;/2rr=.Ol are shown in Fig. 6. Here, 
as expected rrom the above considerations, when the free 
stream velocity increases the sonic resonance moves from 
the bubble resonance conditions to the origin and finally 
disappears for supersonic tl.ows. 
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The parameter G2 also controls another important 
aspect of the tlow, namely the penetration of wall induced 
dlsturb,ances in the y-dlrection, which equations (16) and 
(20) show to be inversely proportional to Gk. Jn effect, when 
G is considerably larger than unity, the response of the 
layer of bubbles near the wall essentially shields the rest of 
the mixture, with the result that the penetration of the dis
turbances induced by the wall is significantly reduced. On 
the other hand, as G tends to zero approaching sonic condi
tions, the perturbations due to the wall tend to a!Tect the 
whole flow. 

Significant analogies exist between the results shown 
here for the case of bubbly ftows over wave-shaped surfaces 
and the ones prevtously obtained for the linearized dynam
ics of clouds of bubbles, [13]. For instance, in both ftows the 
dispersive behaviour due to bubble dynamic e!Iects is con
trolled by similar parameters, respectively G2 and ;,_2, which 
depend on the bubble population. These parameters also 
determine the elliptlc or hyperbolic nature of the solution 
and the occurrence of the natural frequencies of the flow. 

Due to the linear nature of the· problem, the present 
theory can readily be generalized to the case of arbitrarily 
shaped boundaries. When the wall geometry, 17(.:z:), can be 
Fourier transformed: 

(28) 

the linearized solutions of (11) for the cases of unbounded 
and channel flow respectively admit the following integral 
representations: 

rp z,y - e - e -•elk (29) ( ) - R [r 1 !.. kH(k )1 R.2 fkz-"-· ] 

2n-~...jk•'-k2 
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rp(z,y)= 

Re[rLj kH(k)e1J::.111R.2 

21T-~...jk'"-k2 
cosh Gk (b =y) elk] 

s!nh Gkb 
(30) 

The integ~ands in the above equations have square root type 
smgular1t1es corresponding to sonic conditions kz=k "2 and 
b_ubble resonance conditions k 2=k§. In (30), the additional 
singularities due to the finite wall spacing k 2==k;t behave as 
simple poles. However, the singularities at bubble reso
nance regime are essential singularities since G2 also 
appears in the argument of the exponential functions 
Therefore the integrals in (29) and (30) do not converge in 
the current form. In physical terms this reftects the fact 
that the present theory allows. the bubble radius response 
to grow without limits at bubble resonance conditions. This 
difficulty would be eliminated by the introduction of dissipa
tion e!Iects which would bound the bubble response and 
remove the singularity from the real axis since G'l. is then a 
complex qu~ntity .. ~en the integrals in (29) and {30) have 
integrable singularities and could in principle be evaluated 
to solve for the flow over a slender bump. 

Finally, as a concluding remark, it is easily verified that 
the above theory reduces (as expected) to the first order 
perturbation solutions for incompressible and homogeneous 
flows in the limits for zero void fraction or free stream velo
city and for zero wall wave number, respectively. 

5. UlllTATIONS 

We now briefly examine the restrictions imposed to the 
prevtous theory by the various simplifying assumptions that 
have been made. Specifically, we will discuss the limitation 
due to the introduction of the continuum model of the flow, 
that due to the use of the linear perturbation approach in 
deriVing the solution and that due to the neglect of relative 
motion between the phases and of local pressure perturba
tions in the neighborhood of each individual bubble. 

The perturbation approach simply requires that rp«l in 
equation (14), a condition which is satisfied far from the 
sonic and bubble resonances for proper choice of k e and 
Uolc.>BR0 • 

For the continuum approach to be valid, the two phases 
must be minutely dispersed with respect to the shortest 
characteristic length of the fl.ow, here either the wall wave 
lengt~ or the penetration of wall disturbances in the y
direct1on. Hence the bubble equilibrium radius is required 
to satisfy the most restrictive of the two conditions: kR0 << 
1 and GkR0 << L 

In order to estimate the error associated to the neglect 
of local pressure e!Iects due to the dynamic response of 
each individual bubble, we consider the pressure perturba
tion experienced by one bubble as a consequence of the 
growth or collapse of a neighbor: 

t;p = p{KJR D2R + 2[.LJR'l2]- ~r.lJRle} 
s l Dt2 fltl Zs' fltl (31) 

where s ""-Roi a.J19 is the average bubble spacing and 
R=R.(l+tp) ls given by (16) or (20). To the same order of 
approximation used to develop the present analysis. com
parison with the global pressure change expressed by ( 19) 
or (23) then shows that local pressure perturbations are 
unimportant if: 

(3Z) 

Far from bubble resonance regime, this condition is 



generally satisfied in low void fraction flows. 
Finally, in order to assess the error introduced by the 

neglect of the relative velocity between the two phases, con
sider the equation of motion for a bubble or negligible mass, 
[14], with Stokes' viscous drag: 

I>.u. - 1- lJJJ.s + .L DR (.u. - ll.8) "' ~ (.u. - ll.8) ( 3 3) 
fJt 3 Dt R Dt R2 

where v is the liquid kinematic viscosity and JL and Jl.8 are 
respectively the velocity of the llquid and the bubble. 
Linearizing as before and assuming tor both the relative 
velocity l£r. = JL - ll.8 and the velocity or the liquid a solution 
1n the form lm[V(y)ezp(i.A:z)], one obtains: 

1
2!._ I = 2 « 1 (34) 
.'I.I. - .1lo ...,/ 1 +(6vl kR0

2 u.)2 

Hence. relative motion effects are unimportant when 
kR0

2 U0 / v«l. This may, potentially, be the most limiting res
triction or the present model. 
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